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Characters
Coach Bryant
Young Bryant/Young Coach
Bryant
Two actors play:
Television Announcer
Uncle
Friend
Coach Cowan
Coach Hank
Football Player
Reporter
Technician
Floor Manager
Attorney
Grandpa
Student Leader
Racist
Setting:
Coach Bryant's memories
Time:
January, 1983

Bear Bryant left his stamp
on American football, and
then America honored him
with a 1997 postage stamp

Welcome to Bear Country
For decades, the name "Bear" and
the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa
were synonymous with national football
championships. Paul W. (Bear) Bryant gained
a permanent nickname and a permanent record
as the winningest coach in Alabama football
history—and for a time in all of collegiate football.
He became a legend, but he started as a poor
farm boy selling produce from the back of a
mule-driven wagon in Arkansas. His legend was
made one victory at a time through hard work,
determination, intelligence, and leadership. He
loved the game of football, the University, and the
young men he inspired to win through disciplined
preparation and fierce competitiveness . Fame
followed Bear Bryant; it touched him, tormented
him, and tempted him by turns. His is truly an
all-American story in the all-American sport.
Michael Vigilant's biographical memory play
tells Bryant's story through his own perspective.
Bryant looks back at his younger self and
shares scenes of his life and career as well as
the crucial people who shaped him. It might, in
other hands, have been a one-man show, but
Vigilant loves football, and football is a team
sport. Consequently, four actors play fifteen roles
throughout the story of Bryant's opportunities
and crises. We walk through his life with him,
gaining a personal account of a powerful man.

Paul W. "Bear" Bryant
1913-1983
Head coach at University of Alabama 1957-1982
with a record of 242-46-9

MEET THE AUTHOR:

A TELEVISION RESOURCE:

Michael Vigilant

Breaking the Huddle

Michael Vigilant calls himself a major
football fan who was overjoyed to move to
Alabama, the rich sports rivalries of the SEC,
and the tradition that gave the NFL such
greats as Joe Namath and Ken Stabler.
Vigilant, currently the Interim Executive
Director of the Alabama Shakespeare
Festival, is no stranger to either theatre or
playwriting. He has published more than
a dozen plays and musicals, including the
award-winning Cindy Cinderella and The
Wedding Ring.
Before coming to ASF, Vigilant worked
with the Meadow Brook Theatre in Detroit as a
resident playwright and public relations
manager and as COO and Marketing Director for
Detroit's Music Hall. When Geoffrey Sherman,
came to ASF as Producing Artistic Director, he
asked Vigilant to join him in the South.

The ASF cast was rehearsing the premiere
production of Bear Country in 2009 when HBO
premiered an hour-long special, Breaking the
Huddle, its new report on the integration of
football in the South, a topic also covered in the
play. The HBO piece centers on Bear Bryant,
the University of Alabama, and the 1970 game
against USC. It is a documentary history,
interviewing many of the men who were the
first black player on Southern football teams
as well as talking with historians, university
leaders, politicians, other players, and
showing historical film footage.
Using Breaking the Huddle in
conjunction with seeing Bear Country
gives a larger context to one of the major
issues in the play. The topic opens itself to
research, writing, and oral history projects.
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ARKANSAS

Little Rock

Moro Bottom/
Fordyce area

The Play's Structure

"First Half"
• Prologue
• The Game [1926 Rose Bowl]
• The Bottom [Moro Bottom, Arkansas]
• The Cowan Factor [Coach Cowan]
• Bear [story of the nickname]
• The Recruit [heading to Alabama]
• Broken Leg/Broken Heart
• The Blow [Sat. Evening Post article]
• The Defense [football practice]
• The Interrogation [game-fixing charge]
"Second Half"
• The Retort
• The Courtroom [game-fixing charge]
• Grandpa [recruiting trip]
• Crossroads [offer to coach pro football]
• Integration
• Captain Kidd's [investments}
• Face the Music [job/fight in Fordyce]
• Loss [versus Losing]
• Epitaph
The play treats Bryant's background and
youth—how he became "Bear" Bryant—and
how football came to play the central role in

his life and career. It then examines a series
of crises, both personal and professional,
that challenged Bryant, from the death of his
parents to accusations about his fixing games
and violent style of play as well as an offer to
coach professional football. Another challenge
and opportunity is integrating the University of
Alabama's football team.
Since the play is about football it has
halves, not acts. The first half develops Bryant's
character, culuminating as Bryant confronts a
player on the practice field and then has to defend
himself against charges of fixing a football game.
The second half resolves that accusation,
shows Bryant recruiting and being recruited,
integrating the team, making business
investments, and meditating on a life built on
the idea of winning and losing.
WATCH FOR:
•the juxtaposition of being on the top (and
standing on the tower) and starting at the
bottom/Moro Bottom
•broken leg/broken heart character issues and
their echoes
•how harmony and division juxtapose in the
play and his life/career (for instance, the
transition into the "Integration" section)

Paul "Bear" Bryant in Historical Context

In the 1960s, the University of
Alabama was known for two
things: one was Gov. George
Wallace's "stand in the
schoolhouse door" to prevent
integration of the University;
the other was Bryant's winning
Alabama football teams

• The Rural South, 1913-1930
The Great Depression did not really
change the economic status of poor people in
the South—they were already poor. Bryant's
father was ill and unable to work. His family
grew cotton and truck farmed, selling produce
in nearby towns. Because Paul was the 11th
of 12 children (3 of whom died in infancy)
and surrounded by sisters, as he grew up the
majority of the chores and heavy work fell to him.
He and his mother would load a muledrawn wagon with produce and sell it in both
black and white neighborhoods of the nearby
town of Fordyce, an experience that shaped his
youth and temperament. He had reached his
full height by the age of 13, which may explain
why the Fordyce High School football coach
noticed him and was eager to play a freshman.
• The Depression
As the Depression deepened, Bryant
was college age and went to the University of
Alabama on scholarship, but he was very aware
of family conditions back home. When his father
died, as the last son he felt compelled to return
home to help his mother. Had he done that,
the history of SEC football would have been
very different.

• World War II
After graduating from the University, Bryant
got a series of assistant coaching positions in
Tennessee and then back at Alabama. As he
was headed to an interview for the position
of Head Coach at the University of Arkansas,
he heard a radio announcement about the
Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor, and instead
of continuing to Arkansas he enlisted in the U.S.
Navy, serving in north Africa and at a training
facility in North Carolina.
• Civil Rights
The civil rights movement in Alabama is
long and historic, centering on the Montgomery
Bus Boycott of 1955, led by Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. George Wallace made race the center
of his campaign for governor, and during his
1963 inaugural speech vowed "segregation now,
segregation tomorrow, segregation forever."
That contentious year he took the infamous
"stand in the schoolhouse door" to prevent two
black students from enrolling at the University of
Alabama, a move that failed although it gained
him a national reputation. Eight years later Bryant
integrated the University football team.
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The Bryant family of Moro Bottom,
Arkansas (Paul is at the left by
his father)

"Bear" Bryant playing for the
University of Alabama

Timeline adapted from
www.redelephants.com

A "Bear" Bryant Timeline
Growing Up in Arkansas
September 11, 1913 - Paul William Bryant born in Moro Bottom in southern Arkansas, home to
seven families. He is the 11th of 12 children.
1924 - The family moves to Fordyce, Arkansas, a town of 3,600. His uncle owned a hotel there.
1926 - Paul Bryant, a high school freshman, plays in the first football game he ever sees.
1927 - Bryant agrees to wrestle a bear to win a dollar at the Fordyce Theatre, the event that gives
him his nickname. He never got the dollar he earned.
1930 - Paul ‘Bear’ Bryant leads his high school team, the Fordyce Red Bugs, to a perfect season
and a state championship.
College Football at University of Alabama
1931 - Alabama assistant coach Hank Crisp comes to Fordyce recruiting other players but takes
Paul Bryant.
1933 - Alabama wins the new league's first SEC Championship with Bryant on the team.
1934 - Alabama, 10-0, beats Stanford 29-13 in the Rose Bowl. The Crimson Tide is named
national champion by a number of polls.
June 2, 1935 - Paul Bryant secretly marries Mary Harmon Black in Ozark, AL. He doesn’t tell
Coach Frank Thomas for fear he’ll take away his scholarship.
October 19, 1935 - The legend of Bryant continues to grow as he plays against Tennessee
in Knoxville with a broken fibula in his left leg, leading the Tide to a 25-0 victory over the
Volunteers. The Tide goes 23-3-2 during his three-year career.
Early Coaching Jobs and World War II
1936 - After he coached at Union College in Tennessee, Alabama hires him as an assistant coach.
1940 - Bryant goes to Vanderbilt as an assistant coach to Red Sanders.
December 7, 1941 -Bryant is headed to Arkansas where he is in line to be named the head coach
of the Razorbacks when he hears news of Pearl Harbor on the radio. Bryant enlists in Navy.
1942-44 - Bryant serves as an officer in North Africa and then trains new enlistees, gaining the
rank of Lt. Commander. While at the North Carolina training base, he coaches the football
team, North Carolina Pre-Flight.
Getting a Reputation as a Winning Coach
1945 - Bryant becomes head coach at Maryland and the team goes 6-2-1.
1946 - Bryant takes head coach job at Kentucky, giving a 2-8 team a 7-3 record his first season.
1947 - His second year at Kentucky, Bryant leads them to a 8-3 record and first bowl game.
1950 - Bryant coaches Kentucky to an 11-1 record and the school's first SEC football title. They
upset No. 1 Oklahoma 13-7 in the Sugar Bowl, ending that team's 31-game winning streak.
1953 - Bryant leaves Kentucky for Texas A&M, where he holds a strenuous first training camp at
Junction, TX. In his first year A&M goes 1-9, Bryant's only losing season.
1956 -Texas A&M goes 9-0-1 and wins the Southwest Conference, even beating Texas at Austin.
1957 - John David Crow wins the Heisman Trophy for Texas A&M; after the Gator Bowl Paul
Bryant resigns to coach his alma mater, The University of Alabama. A&M record of 25-14-2.
Back to Coach at Alabama
1961 - Alabama becomes national champion and Bryant is named national coach of the year.
January 1, 1962 - Alabama wins its first Sugar Bowl with a 10-3 victory over Arkansas.
January 1, 1963 - Alabama beats Oklahoma 17-0 in the Orange Bowl.
1964 - Alabama wins another national championship.
January 1, 1966 - Alabama is again the national champion, defeating unbeaten Nebraska 39-28
in the Orange Bowl.
1966 - Despite a perfect season for Alabama, the polls elect Notre Dame No. 1.
September 10, 1971 - After three less successful seasons, Alabama unveils the wishbone against
UCLA, gaining a 17-10 victory and Bryant's 200th career win.
1977 - A Sugar Bowl win gives Alabama a 11-1 record and a second place national ranking.
January 1, 1979 - With a tremendous goal line stand, Alabama beats Penn State 14-7 for the
1978 national championship.
1979 - Bryant wins his sixth and last national title with Alabama's perfect 12-0 season.
December 15, 1982 - Paul Bryant announces his retirement from the University of Alabama,
finishing with a record of 242-46-9 for his 25 years at the University.
January 26, 1983 - Paul Bryant dies at 69 years old, four weeks after coaching his last game.
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“Football has never
been just a game to me.”
—Paul "Bear" Bryant

Coach Bryant on high atop the
tower at the Alabama practice field

Quotations here and
throughout the materials from
Bear: The Hard Life and Good
Times of Alabama's Coach
Bryant by Paul W. Bryant and
John Underwood (Boston: Little
Brown, 1974).

"What's a Touchdown?": Bryant and Football
Paul Bryant dated his interest in football to
hearing the radio broadcast of the 1926 Rose
Bowl game between Alabama and Washington at
his uncle's hotel in Fordyce. The first live game
he ever saw was the first one he played in as
a freshman immediately after being recruited
for the Fordyce high school team—imagine
discovering what the sport of football is from
the line of scrimmage!
In Bear Country, young Bryant's first
questions as he listens to the radio broadcast
are telling: "What's a touchdown?" "What's the
ball look like?" and "What do you win?" (The last
is a useful question to ask for Bryant's life and
for sport in general.) As a youth, he absorbs the
information and attitudes of adults—his uncle's
"it's war" and "dumbass" reporters' attitudes
and his high school coach's drill of preparation,
toughness, and never quitting. His family's
poverty, this early training, and his own nature
develop into his gritty, tough style on the gridiron.
Coaching and Winning
Like the rest of his life, Bryant's legendary
winning record was not handed to him on a
platter. He earned it; he worked for it: he built
winners, as his coaching record testifies:
Maryland: 1945
•previous year's record: team had one win
•under Bryant: 6-2-1
Kentucky: 1946-1953
•previous record: team had not won six
games a year since 1912; had never 		
been to a bowl game
•under Bryant: all winning seasons, bowl
game second year plus three others, top
20 national ranking last four years; record
at Kentucky was 60-23-6
Texas A&M: 1954-1957
•previous record: team hadn't won the 		
conference in 15 years
•under Bryant: first season he held the
Junction training camp and team went 1-9,
Bryant's only losing season; then had three
winning seasons with team in top 20, won
conference in 1956; went to bowl the last
season; 25-14-2 overall at Texas A&M
Alabama: 1958-1982
•previous record: team has only won 4 		
games in previous 3 seasons
•under Bryant: of 25 winning seasons,
teams in top 20 all but 3 years; 13 seasons
in top 5 with 4 teams ranked #1 and 6
national championships; a 232-46-9 record
at UA

Coaching, according to Bryant, was a
matter of "motivating people, the ingredient that
separates winners from losers." For himself,
motivation was no problem: "I've been motivated
all my life." Trying to prove the "city kids" wrong
by hitting them on the football field and fighting
with them off it, he then localized that competitive
impulse solely into football and stayed driven.
Bryant saw football as he saw life
itself—it was never easy and you couldn't quit: “I
believe that football can teach you to sacrifice, to
discipline yourself,” because conditioning and
tough play can beat talent. Like life, football
takes “hard work and mental toughness.” All
his teams learned that lesson day after day, and
many of his players have lived by it ever since.
In a way, football functions as a genuine
democracy: on a football field there is no
"privilege," only two teams, and Bryant knew
that individual effort and team focus could win.
Football was what the player made of himself,
what the team made of itself, how it played the
fourth quarter, as Bryant liked to call it. His prime
example of fourth-quarter play was his Texas
A&M team, down 12-0 with two minutes to go
when he challenged them, and they won 20-12.
Coming from behind showed the calibre of the
team, and if such a team lost, Bryant would say,
"We just ran out of time."

Why Football Is Important
"It’s ten times more important [now].
Let me ask you this. Have you taught
your children to work? To sacrifice?
Have you taught them self-discipline?
Hell, no. They don’t get it in the home,
they don’t get it in the schoolhouse,
they don’t even get it in the church the
way they used to.... Maybe the football
field’s the only place left. We may have
already lost it everywhere else.”
		

—Coach Bryant
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Character education traits for
Alabama schools:
courage
citizenship
honesty
fairness
respect for others
kindness
cooperation
self-respect
self-control
courtesy
compassion
tolerance
diligence
generosity
punctuality
patience
sportsmanship
loyalty
perseverance

What does it take to win?
A 1974 Bryant victory ride

Character Education with Coach Bryant
In its schools, Alabama's State
Board of Education mandates character
education every day, emphasizing one of
nineteen traits. Coach Bryant's life and career
as well as the play Bear Country offer weeks'
worth of lessons in character and these traits.
Courage: The line between courage
and craziness is sometimes thin to those not
involved. Defining that line most notably occurred
in Bryant's own playing career after he broke his
left fibula in a football game. Just out of the cast
but not ready to play, Bryant heard the coach
in the locker room before the Tennessee game
in 1935 say, "Ol' 34 won't let us down; 34 is
ready." At a time when most players had different
numbers each week in order to sell programs,
Bryant looked down and saw 34 on his jersey.
He played the entire game and caught a 70yard touchdown pass. Courageous or crazy?
What about agreeing to fight a bear for money?
•Courage can mean putting oneself in
harm's way for a cause. What causes are
worthy of such action? Is a team a form of peer
pressure? Is such pressure always positive?
Honesty: In Bear Country's opening scene,
Bryant's uncle, eager for an Alabama win in the
1926 Rose Bowl, explains to the
boys that "when you're headin'
for the goal you can stick your
fingers in your opponents' eyes,
knock out their teeth, kick 'em in
the head—and it's all legal—unless you get caught." His ethic is
play dirty and sneaky because
winning is the only thing that
counts. Is that true? Or should
winning be by the rules? What
is the "man to man, gut to gut"
method that Coach Bryant
speaks of so often?
Tw o i n c i d e n t s s h o w
sides of Bryant's views on
honesty. For many years,
wealthy alumni helped football recruiting by
offering large payments, monthly stipends,
cars and other perquisites to talented players.
"Everyone did it" was the explanation. Bryant
discussed the practice, his awareness of the
practice, his inability to rein in the practice
at Texas A&M, where it was a part of the
conference's culture, and his shame when
the A&M team was put on probation for such
practices. When he went to Alabama, his first
statement to the University administration was "I

will not cheat." Anything sullying the competitive
spirit spoiled the game.
•Is "everyone does it" a good reason for
being dishonest? What happens if everyone
does it but you get caught? Does honesty "pay"?
A 1963 Saturday Evening Post article
accused Bryant and Georgia's coach Wally
Butts of rigging and betting on their teams'
1962 game, charges based on an overheard
telephone conversation between the men a week
before the game. Bryant endured lie detector
tests, a trial, and his own libel suit against the
Post. Butts and Bryant won both the trial and the
libel suits, bankrupting the magazine, but Bryant
said the accusation was a personal nightmare,
damaging his personal life as well as his integrity.
He believed it took ten years off his life.
•How does one prove innocence or honesty
when others say you've cheated? Can a false
accusation be as bad as being caught doing
something wrong?
Fairness: Bryant learned about fairness
through his coaching career, and after thirty
years of coaching observed, “Do I treat them
alike? No. You can’t. When I was a young
coach I used to say that. ‘Treat everybody alike.’
That’s bull. Treat everybody fairly. Everybody is
different. If you treat them all alike you won’t
teach them. Be fair with all of them and you
have a chance.”
•Can tailored treatment be fair? Bryant used
to say some players needed yelling at, some
a quiet word, some a pat on the back. Many
commentators on Bryant praise him for his
ability to motivate individuals, to get the best
out of every player. What does "fair" mean?
Bryant had training rules, and if a player
broke the rules he was suspended from the
team. Imagine the crisis Bryant found himself
in when his star quarterback, Joe Namath,
broke training rules two games before the end
of the season. Should Bryant let the star play,
perhaps insuring victory but at the price
of compromising his rules and values?
Bryant did not let Namath play. And when Kenny
Stabler, another star quarterback, broke rules,
Bryant also suspended him from the team. Both
men acknowledge breaking the rules today
and say the coach did the right thing, although
thousands of fans questioned his decisions.
•Rules are rules, but when victory is
on the line, should rules be bent for some
players? Do some people get breaks with rules?
Is that fair?
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Defining Moments: Goal Line

In Alabama lore, it's known simply
as "The Goal Line Stand"—
Alabama vs. Penn State in the
1979 Sugar Bowl with the ball
inches from the goal line. An
Alabama defender looked at the
Penn State quarterback before
the play and told him, "You'd
better pass." Alabama held and
won the national championship.
Watch The Goal Line Stand on
YouTube at: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=1CkQWWRgap
M&NR=1
"Mama"
Bear Country emphasizes
the two maternal figures in Bryant's life, his mother and Alabama.
Because he spent his childhood
working with her and was the
youngest son, he was very close
to his mother. She backed his
playing football when his father
felt that he should be farming.
Bryant always said he left
Texas A&M because "Mama
called"—Mama being his alma
mater [Latin for "dear mother"],
Alabama. But the "Mama" identity
for Alabama may go deeper than
Latin. The opening verse of the
U of A school song says,
Alabama, listen, Mother,
To our vows of love,
To thyself and to each other,
Faithful friends we’ll prove.
Bryant was indeed faithful to his
University.

Character Education with Coach Bryant: 2
Kindness/ Compassion/ Generosity: One
does not keep a reputation for being a headbanging, tough football coach by being kind,
but Bryant was kind—and quiet about it. He
kept in touch with players and coaches, flying
to visit bedsides when someone was sick or
injured, helping to support families when there
was need (as he did by organizing a foundation
for the education of players' children after Pat
Trammell died at 28, leaving two young children).
This action might also be considered loyalty or
compassion; such traits overlap productively.
He also passed this trait on to his players:
“Coach Bryant always taught us to make some
sort of contribution once our playing days were
over. It’s something I tried to put into practice
when we set up the [Marty Lyons] Foundation,”
stated former Alabama player Marty Lyons.
•As quoted in the play, Bryant said, "It
really doesn't cost anything to be nice. Don't
cost nothin' to be honest. Don't cost nothin' to
be a man of your word." No cost, but priceless.
What is the payoff of kindness?
Cooperation: A football team is an ideal
example of cooperative effort, for everyone
depends on each other and the group. The
ball carrier needs blockers, the offense needs
the defense, and both need the special teams.
Likewise, teams cooperate, sharing game films,
scheduling, building league profits.
Self-control: The play gives a good
example of Bryant learning self-control. As a
youth, he loved the hitting part of football and
did not shy away from fighting off the field; he
had a chip on his shoulder and wanted to prove
himself, and since he was big and strong, he
could. One night in Fordyce, however, a tough
guy threatened him over a penny, but before the
guy could act Bryant hit him. When the man fell,
he hit his head hard and was unconscious for
three days. Bryant thought he had killed him,
so he prayed that if he was spared the effects
of this event he would never brawl again. As he
tells it, "God kept his word and I've kept mine."
•Are the best lessons about self-control
learned by losing it oneself or by watching
others lose it? Is this a lesson one can learn
from others? Are dire consequences the only
real teacher?
Diligence: Preparing to play a season
of football is a study in diligence. Football
practice means drills, conditioning, endurance,

scrimmages, and meetings. Bryant was a stickler
for detail, and before every game he went through
the mental checklist for the team ("we're not
losing because you're not thinking," he'd say)—
special teams, time outs, clock plays, goal line
plays, and defense before offense because "you
have to keep from losing before you can win."
Repetition and physical preparation are as
important in the arts (dance and theatre) as in
sports, education, the military, and many other
aspects of life.
Sportsmanship: Bryant wanted his
players to be classy—tackle hard, then pick the
guy up, and let him know you'll be back, and if
you get to the end zone, act like you've been
there before.
Bryant himself sometimes learned about
class in sportsmanship from the example of
others. After Kentucky beat Oklahoma in the
Sugar Bowl, Bryant says "Bud Wilkinson taught
me something that day. He showed me the
class I wish I had. He came into our dressing
room afterward and shook hands with me and
as many of the players as he could reach. I had
never done that before, or seen it done. But I've
done it since."

Bear Bryant in his iconic pre-game pose
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USC's #39 Sam Cunningham

“I’d do it again in a
minute. If you're a
football player,
you dream of
playing for
Coach Bryant.”

—John Mitchell, on being the
first black player to play football
at Alabama.

Mitchell quotations from Daily
Bruin article by Hannah Gordon, Aug.
26, 2001, online. Inset quotation from
http://members.tripod.com/~drphilgood/quotes.html

Tolerance: Football and Civil Rights
The civil rights movement in Alabama,
especially in Birmingham, Montgomery,
and Selma, has long been examined,
memorialized, and lauded—the great sacrifices
protesters made, the violence they faced, the
insults they endured, the faith they
exhibited. From marches to church
bombings, the iconic events of the
crusade for justice are well known.
Less familiar, perhaps, is the sports
side of civil rights, but that topic
is now the focus of articles and a
television documentary as well as
being a significant part of the play,
Bear Country.
The HBO documentary,
Breaking the Huddle treats the
integration of college football in the
South. At the heart of this account
is Alabama's 1970 season opener
against Southern California—
Alabama with an all-white team
and USC with an all-black backfield starring the
talented fullback Sam Cunningham. Southern
Cal won 42-21, with Cunningham running for
135 yards and three touchdowns. ESPN lists
his performance in this game as one of the top
100 defining moments in college football.
In his December 22, 2008 Sports Illustrated
article about the documentary, Farrell Evans
leads off by saying,
In 1969, 11 African American students
at the University of Alabama filed a
lawsuit against Paul (Bear) Bryant and
the university for failing to recruit black
scholarship athletes. In his 93-page
deposition for the suit, Bryant … defended
his program, saying that for three or
four years he had tried to bring in black
players but had lost them to other schools.
Hindsight—and old-fashioned research—
indicates Bryant was telling the truth. (24)
On the subject of the 1970 game with USC,
Evans continues, "Breaking the Huddle does
nothing to dispute the widely held belief that
Bryant scheduled that game to show whites at
Alabama and across the South the necessity
of having black players to compete against the
country's top programs."

In fact, Bryant recognized the value of
having black players on his team long before the
late 1960s. In Bear, his oral autobiography, he
indicates that he tried to recruit black players for
the University of Kentucky football team when he
was head coach there, but the SEC would not
allow it. He tried to integrate his team at Texas
A&M, but could not get the support to make it
succeed. When he came to Alabama, he came
just after the Bus Boycott and just before the
massive demonstrations, sit-ins, and protests.
He came just as George Wallace was riding
the doctrine of segregation to political power.
Bryant knew what he wanted, and he
waited to make it work. It took him until 1971 to
get a black freshman scholarship player and to
recruit Johnny
Mitchell, a
junior college
player from
Mobile, who
could start
immediately.
Mitchell went
on to become
team cocaptain, an
All-American,
and the first
black coach
Alabama
produced; for
many years
he has been
John Mitchell
defensive line coach for the
Pittsburgh Steelers. About deciding to come to
Alabama, Mitchell said, “It was so special for my
mom. And to come out on to the field and see
the smile on her face, it was a Kodak moment,
the kind you keep with you your whole life.”
He also broke barriers off the football field
at Alabama. The outgoing Mitchell "always
went along when other players went into
Tuscaloosa, [so] he unintentionally became the
first African-American in many establishments
in town. 'Everybody stopped and looked, then
somebody said, "He’s a football player," and
they all went back to what they were doing,'
Mitchell recalled."
When a black reporter once asked how
many black players Bryant had on his team, the
coach replied, "I don't have any. I don't have any
white ones. I don't have any black ones. I just
have football players. They come in all colors."
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Coach Bryant with his Texas
A&M backfield on photo day at
the Junction training camp in
September, 1954

“It’s not the will to win
that matters—everyone
has that. It’s the will to
prepare to win that
matters.”
—Coach Bryant

Perseverance: The Junction Story
HBO's "Breaking the Huddle" is one
excellent resource to use in conjunction
with Bear Country. Another is
ESPN's 2002 film The Junction
Boys about Coach Bryant's first
football training camp for Texas
A&M. Interestingly, this film, like
Bear Country, uses a memory
framework and so offers an effective
comparison for the play's technique.
Held at A&M's auxiliary campus
in the west Texas hills after several
years of severe drought and in
temperatures over 100 degrees with
no air conditioning, the hard-core
drill and practice sessions began
at Junction with two busloads of
players and ended with half a
busload, 35 players, ten days later. Most who
went to Junction quit, taking a bus ticket from
Coach Bryant or running out by dark of night,
unwilling to face him. The remaining players,
the "survivors," formed the core of the team that
won the Southwest Conference championship
two years later.
Bryant was adamant about quitters; he
wanted no part of them. If a player quit any
of his teams, that player was almost never
allowed to return. Bryant's view was that a man
who will quit during practice will quit during
the fourth quarter when the going gets tough.
Physical ability and physical conditioning were
crucial to the success of Bryant's teams; winning
physically was Bryant's approach—"you're still
going to win with preparation and dedication
and plain old desire."
The Junction experience is mentioned any
time the subject of brutality in college football
arises. One player got severe heat stroke;
another played with a broken back. Stories
abound, and the film makes Bryant out to be
Marine Corps tough and relentless. There is
some truth behind the stories of Junction. There
were two-a-day drills and scrimmages, but the
public was not excluded. In fact, some of the
scrimmages were held on the football field in the
town of Junction and were open to the public.
A young reporter, Mickey Hershkowitz, covered
the sessions for a Houston paper. Water was
more available for the players than the film
depicts and liquor less so for the staff, according
to those who were there.

How film treats and modifies truth for effect
can be studied efficiently with the help of the
ESPN extra feature called "The Real Junction
Boys," which brings together a roundtable of
five members of that A&M team who survived
Junction. They clarify what really happened and
what did not. Additionally, the feature interviews
Jim Dent, who wrote the book on which the film
is based and who disagrees with some of the
players' memories.
Bryant later said that at times he pushed
teams very hard when he was a younger coach,
and that as he changed and football changed
he no longer worked quite the way he did at
Junction, though he was never less than
thorough, demanding, and meticulous about
training. He approached a new team firmly. Four
years after Junction, at his first team meeting
with the University of Alabama football squad,
he said:
You boys were eight and ten years
old last time Alabama was on top. That
was before any of you were paying much
attention to it. What are you doing here? Tell
me why you are here. If you are not here to
win a national championship, you’re in the
wrong place. You boys are special. I don’t
want my players to be like other students.
I want special people. You can learn a lot
on the football field that isn’t taught in the
home, the church, or the classroom. There
are going to be days when you think you’ve
got no more to give and then you’re going
to give plenty more. You are going to have
pride and class. You are going to be very
special. You are going to win the national
championship for Alabama.
Using The Junction Boys with Bear Country
•compare how memory is used within the
structure and narration of the works
•consider the "hug me or hit me" response
at the time of Junction and at the 25-year
reunion—why would Bryant and the former
players react this way?
•what is the value of being challenged to the
limit? What does one learn about oneself?
Why does someone ask this of another?
•along with discussion from the athletes in
your class and those in the ESPN special
feature, consider what is appropriate
training for a physical sport and whether
Bryant's approach seems "brutal," as
some have charged
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“He can take his’n’
and beat you’rn’, and he
can take you’rn’ and beat
his’n’....."
—Florida A&M Coach
Jake Gaither on Paul Bryant's
coaching ability

Quotations from:
http://members.tripod.com/
~drphilgood/quotes.html

Watch clips of Bryant's
speeches after winning
the '78, '79, and '80 Sugar
Bowls on You Tube at:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=VcUi8iiR2cY&NR=1

The Alabama Tradition: Winning
About the 1926 Rose Bowl victory:
“It was the Rose Bowl’s greatest game.
[It was] one of football’s most savage counter
attacks to storm the heights of victory in the
face of what seemed certain and overwhelming
defeat. [It was] one of the most magnificent one
man stands since Horatius held the bridge. This
game was all of these.”
—Maxwell Stiles on Alabama's 20-19
defeat of Washington in the 1926 		
Rose Bowl, the game Bryant heard
on the radio as a boy
About Bryant as an Alabama player:
“Then like arrows from Robin Hood’s trusty
bow, there shot from [Dixie] Howell’s unerring
hand a stream of passes the like of which have
never been seen in football on the West Coast.
Zing, zing, zing. They whizzed through the air
and found their mark in the massive paws of
[Don] Hutson and [Paul] Bryant.”
–Sports writer Mark Kelly on Alabama's 		
29-13 victory over Stanford in the		
1935 Rose Bowl game, the end 		
of an undefeated and untied national
championship season for Alabama
About Bryant as Alabama head coach:
“I’m just a simple plowhand from Arkansas,
but I have learned over the years how to hold a
team together. How to lift some men up, how to
calm others down, until finally they’ve got one
heartbeat, together, a team.”
—Bryant on how he succeeded as coach

“Coach Bryant always taught us we were
special and never to accept being ordinary.
I think that is one thing that has sustained
Alabama through the years. Players with
ordinary ability feeling somehow, someway they
would find it within themselves to make a play
to help Alabama win a football game. There is
no way to describe the pride an Alabama player
feels in himself and the tradition of the school."
—quarterback and later pro star Ken 		
Stabler on tradition at Alabama
"It was a 3rd down situation, but Coach
Bryant thought it was a fourth down. At that time
the rules were that if you sent a player into the
game, he had to play one down. Coach Bryant
sent his punter in--I knew that he was confused.
Nevertheless, he sent his punter in, so I sent in
a safety who could only field punts--he wasn’t
a football player, but he could field punts pretty
well. Then I saw the Alabama coaching staff
talking to Coach Bryant over on the sidelines,
and finally he sent another player in and the
punter came out. So I send my safety in so
my other guy can come out, and the official
over on the sideline says, 'Whoa! You can’t
do that--he’s got to stay in one play.' So I said,
'Now wait a minute, fellow. I’m sitting right here
watching Coach Bryant send his punter in, and
then Coach Bryant took him out!' He looked
at me and said, 'You ain’t Coach Bryant!'”
—Gene Stallings on the 1967 Cotton Bowl
when Alabama played Texas A & M

The Origin of the Alabama Nicknames
CRIMSON TIDE: In the late 19th century
the crimson-clad Alabama team was called "The
Thin Red Line" until the 1907 game against
Auburn, played on a muddy field. A reporter for
the Birmingham Age-Herald declared the heroic
efforts of the muddy crimson jerseys as being
like a "Crimson Tide." The name stuck and was
later popularized by Zipp Newton, sports editor
for the Birmingham News.

Both www.rolltide.com and
www.redelephants.com carry
identical information about the
background of the team names. This
account adapts their information.

R E D E L E P H A N T S : I n O c t o b e r,
1930, Atlanta Journal sportswriter Everett
Strupper wrote, “That Alabama team of 1930
is … powerful, big, tough, fast, aggressive.…
When those big brutes hit you I mean you go
down and stay down…. At the end of the quarter,
the earth started to tremble, there was a distant
rumble that continued to grow. Some excited fan
in the stands bellowed, ‘Hold your horses, the
elephants are coming,’… the size of the entire
eleven nearly knocked me cold, men that I had
seen play last year looking like they had nearly
doubled in size.”
He and other sportswriters continued to
call Alabama linemen “Red Elephants.” (This
1930 team was undefeated and won the Rose
Bowl.)
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"Bear" and Television Savvy
Paul Bryant was the first football
coach to have his own television
show. Every Sunday afternoon
he would analyze highlights from
Saturday's game and push the
products of his sponsors, Coca-Cola
and Golden Flake potato chips.
With a statewide audience, it was a
personal marketing bonanza and
helped the Alabama cause as well.
Sports marketers now draw
a straight line from Bear Bryant's
television show to ESPN today and the
sports marketing media conglomerate.
When Bryant came to Alabama, there
was only one media celebrity for
football—Bear Bryant.
Watch the opening of the Bryant
Show after the 1979 Auburn game on
YouTube at: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=JxQW4hw0wYo&NR=1

Press Example in
the Play
The March
23, 1963 Saturday
Evening Post
excerpt used in the
play is as inflammatory as the
Time article:
Not since the Chicago
White Sox threw the 1919
World Series has there been
a sports story as shocking
as this one. This is the story
of one fixed game of college
football.
Before the University of
Georgia played the University
of Alabama, Wally Butts, the
athletic director of Georgia,
gave Paul Bear Bryant,
head coach of Alabama,
Georgia's plays, defensive
patterns, all the significant
secrets Georgia's football
team possessed.
The corrupt were two
men—Butts and Bryant—
employed to educate and
guide young men.
How prevalent is
the fixing of college
football games? How often do
teachers sell out their pupils?
We don't know—yet. For now,
we can only be appalled.

Bryant and Sportswriters: A Rhetorical Study
Paul Bryant's attitude toward sports
writers can be summarized by his response
when asked to donate $10 to cover costs for a
sportswriter's funeral—"Here's a twenty. Bury
two." Why would a man who reveled in the
limelight of success and who rode a Tide of
victory spar with the very people who shed
that limelight on him? He probably had his
reasons.
When you study Bear Bryant's career, you
learn his dedication to planning. He said:
If you want to coach you have three rules
to follow to win. One, surround yourself with
people who can’t live without football.…Two,
be able to recognize winners. They come
in all forms.… And, three, have a plan for
everything. A plan for practice, a plan for the
game. A plan for being ahead, and a plan
for being behind....
People who questioned or
misunderstood the power of his
plans might not meet with his
approval. He left Maryland after
one year when overruled by the
university president about suspending a
player. He left Kentucky because he felt
overshadowed by Adolph Rupp's
basketball program.
Bear Country mentions the
Saturday Evening Post article on
brutality in college football and quotes from the
Post's 1963 article accusing Bryant of fixing a
game. In Bryant's mind, the stories were linked:
"if I hadn't sued the Post [about the brutality
article] I doubt that there would have ever been
the second story, the filthy, malicious one…."
Bryant's reputation for hard training and
hard-hitting play preceded him wherever he
went. At Texas A&M, the "real" Junction boys
tell of a procedure Bryant instituted at Junction
by which any player could challenge the firststringer for the position. Bryant would select
coaches to judge, the team would assemble,
and the players would each be given three
attempts to show what they could do—block,
tackle, pass, whatever—and the one judged
the better would take the first-string position
for that day. Loose talk and reporting turned
that practice into stories of boys "bleeding in a
pit" into which the coach supposedly put them
to fight it out. Another coach mentioned the pit
story to Bryant as if it were true; he was aghast.

Look at how this side of Bryant's reputation
creeps into the opening of this Time magazine
story on Bryant from Oct. 17, 1961:
Football coaches, like television
cowboys, fit neatly into two categories: the
good guys and the bad guys. Alabama’s
Paul W. (“Bear”) Bryant, 48, is by choice
one of the bad ‘uns. He is a shrewd
recruiter, an admitted plagiarizer of
football tactics, a chronic weeper, and a
flagrant headline chaser. He drinks
Salty Dogs (lime juice and gin), runs up
scores, browbeats sportswriters, cusses
his players, and believes in corporal
punishment—usually, a size 12-D shoe
applied to the seat of the pants. He also
collects slogans: “A moral victory is like
kissing your sister.” “It requires little effort
to be a loser; anyone who tries can be
successful.” “Winning isn’t everything, but
it beats anything that comes in second.”
An arrogant professional who guarantees
results and brooks no meddling by faculty
or students, Bryant is college football’s most
controversial coach. He may also be its
best. Says former Georgia Coach Wally
Butts: “In Alabama, an atheist is someone
who doesn’t believe in Bear Bryant.”
Now what does this paragraph want us to
think about Paul "Bear" Bryant?
Consider its rhetorical ploys and fallacies.
What does the analogy with television
cowboys suggest about coaches? It then
assumes all coaches can be divided into good
and bad, and promptly labels Bryant bad
"by choice." The following diction choices—
"plagiarizer," "weeper," "flagrant headline
chaser"—suggest Bryant's talent is based
on theft, unstable emotion, and egomania.
Continue to evaluate the diction, logic, and
innuendo of the paragraph to see how it
manipulates the reader. Then rewrite the
paragraph making more positive diction choices
in the same places and study the result.
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"Football Red"

Watch George Carlin treat
football and baseball, exploring
some of the same points as Ross,
on YouTube at:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7WallEDRs0M
The last sentence gets cut off.
It ends, "In baseball the
object is to go home. And be
safe. To be safe at home."

Above, a diagram of a baseball
field; right, a football field

Murray Ross, "Football
Red and Baseball Green,"
Chicago Review (JanuaryFebruary, 1971): 30-40.

Even though Murray Ross's "Football
Red and Baseball Green" appeared over
45 years ago (1971), its pungent analysis of
America's two national sports still rings true.
His essay offers insight into both our sports and
ourselves, to our relationship to our world. Its
cultural description lets us see the sports we
know so well with a fresh eye and think anew
about the role these games play in our lives.
Ross argues that sport is both dramatic
and mythic. Baseball's myth is nostalgic and
pastoral—that is, rural, Edenic, harmonious. It
is "a sentimental mirror of older America" as it
moves from the active area between the mound
and home plate and extends to the distant
outfields. Its action is circular, a return "home."
Time extends to encompass the activity, and
small rituals of windup or preparing to bat are
individually maintained.
Football, however, is not pastoral in Ross's
view; it is heroic. In this sport, we are not
"a shared community of near-equals," as in
baseball; the players are distanced from us in
"superhuman" ability. Football "converts space
into time"—"the eye in baseball viewing opens
up; in football it zeroes in," and the clock is ticking.

Moreover, football is "played like a war."
Not only are there battle lines, but also military
terminology (Ross cites "blitz," "trap," "zone,"
"bomb," "trenches"). He quotes Woody Hayes's
comparison of the quarterback option play to
a siege in warfare: "'the most effective kind
of warfare is siege,' Hayes said. 'You have to
attack on broad fronts. And that's all the option
is—attacking on a broad front. You know General
Sherman ran an option through the South.'"
For its part, football is not nostalgic
but modern, Ross observes; in fact, "it is
very much a game of modern technology."
Because it is interactive and complex, "its
players mold themselves into a perfectly
coordinated unit." "The humanized machine as
hero" is new, Ross continues,
It is not surprising, really, that we should
have a game which asserts the heroic
function of a mechnized group, since we have
become a country where collective identity
is a reality. Football as a game of groups
is appealing to us as a people of groups,
and for this reason football is very much an
'establishment' game—since it in the
corporate business and governmental
structures that group America is most
developed.
Ross notices that the contrast of
football to baseball is "familiar: city versus
country, aspirations versus contentment,
activity versus peace…." One myth of America is
manifest destiny, the wide open spaces, the
individual making his mark, and then there is
the increasingly urban reality of fast pace and
organization. Ross adds, "Judging from the rise of
professional football we seem to be slowly
relinquishing that unfettered rural vision of
ourselves that baseball so beautifully mirrors,
and we have come to cast ourselves in a genre
more reflective of a nation confronted by constant
and unavoidable challenges."
Thinking about Sport and Myth
•Are sports just entertainment or do
sports appeal to deeper meanings or
values about life, to mythic ideas of endeavor
and character? What is the "meaning" of
sport?
•Why is sport so appealing in the modern
world? Why do people watch hours of sport
and sports commentary? Is it escapism or
a valiant contest?
•What is the mythic shape of your school day/
week or work day/week? Can it be described
as Ross describes sport?
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Costume Design for Bear Country
The fact that Bear Country is a memory
play strongly affected the choices ASF's resident
costume designer Elizabeth Novak made for
costuming the play. Were the action all realistic
with a four-man cast, it would be an exercise in
quick changes. There are still a considerable
number of changes for the two actors who
portray multiple characters as well as a
number of looks for the Young Bryant as he
moves through time. Yet Novak planned an
economy of change; if the actor changes from
Coach Cowan to Coach Hank, he keeps the
same 1930s football pants and only swaps his
Redbugs shirt for an Alabama jacket.

Novak's design for Coach Bryant
Below are some of Novak's
designs for the characters who
interact with Bryant. At left, one
actor's costumes for Coach
Cowan, Coach Hank, and a 1962
Alabama football player; at right,
some costumes for the second
actor as Grandpa and Bryant's
childhood friend.

At right: Some
of Elizabeth Novak's
designs for Young Paul
"Bear" Bryant. First shown
is Bryant as a college
football player, then Bryant
several years later as
a young coach; third
is Bryant as coach at
Alabama about 1960.
Compare Bryant's
1935 Alabama uniform
to the later 1960s team
uniform shown below.

The only saturate color Novak uses in
the show is crimson; all the other tones are
faded or muted, as with time. She worked with
Sports World, the costume house that has clad
every sports film made in the past quartercentury and which has a wealth of period replica
Alabama football gear. We will be able to
watch uniforms and helmets change during
Bryant's career. Fully one-third of the clothing
for the show, Novak points out, will have the
University of Alabama colors and insignia. The
only character without a costume change is
Coach Bryant himself.
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